TORTOLI | EASTERN SARDINIA

Zelt-Lodge Orri 1

The Orri Zelt-Lodge is an airy, stylish abode on Sardinia’s east coast, one of the Mediterranean’s loveliest stretches of coast. It is situated in a pine forest and is equipped with all essential comforts, a magnificent outdoor kitchen - and the dream beach is only 30 m away. Book now!

öm 4 Persons  ▶ 2 Bedrooms  ⛷ 1 Bathroom  🌅 100m to the beach  🌐 Price category: C
Lodge close to nature with all the comforts

The Orri Zelt-Lodge is an airy, stylish abode on Sardinia’s east coast, one of the Mediterranean’s loveliest stretches of coast. It is situated in a pine forest and is equipped with all essential comforts, a magnificent outdoor kitchen - and the dream beach is only 30 m away. Here, in the heart of Ogliastra with its divine coastline, you can enjoy exclusive tranquility far away from the bustling tourists. Experience nature to the hilt - this comes easily at our new Zelt-Lodge Orri on the rugged coast of Ogliastra, one of Sardinia’s most pristine regions. The Zelt-Lodge is the only tent situated in a pine forest on the 6-hectare property of the three Orri Apartments. Forget your daily worries and immerse yourself in nature. Follow a short path to the sandy beach 30 m away, enjoy a dip in the crystal-clear water and all your vacation dreams will come true. An unforgettable experience for a couple or a family of four.

Orri Zelt-Lodge is your vacation house on Sardinia, if you...

...are looking for unconventional and environmentally friendly accommodations
...would nevertheless like to vacation in style and comfort
...would like to stay close to the tranquility of nature

An airy dream abode made of wood and fabric

The Orri Zelt-Lodge is the perfect refuge for anyone wishing to enjoy Sardinia, in between glamping and dream house: The stylish lodge is cleverly designed from top-quality materials such as wood, iron and fabric. It blends in perfectly with nature and has only a minimal impact on the ecological balance of its surroundings. The Zelt-Lodge offers many comforts, such as running water, electricity, climate control, parquet floors, as well as a fully equipped kitchen. The highlight is a covered outdoor kitchen with gas stove, refrigerator, washbasin and large brick barbecue. Gather together at the large granite tables and enjoy the quiet of the fragrant pine forest. Or relax on the comfortable sun loungers under the eucalyptus trees. The beach is only a short stroll away. The Orri Zelt-Lodge is idyllically situated on the 6-hectare terrain of the three Orri Apartments.
### House details

- 4 Persons
- Tent
- 2 Bedrooms
- 1 Bathroom
- 1 Double bed
- 1 Bunk bed
- 100m to the beach
- Suitable for toddlers
- pets permitted
- 1 Parking space

### Amenities

- Washing machine
- Dishwasher
- No oven
- No TV
- Nicht vorhanden
- Safe
- A/C
- No fireplace
- Stone BBQ
- Flyscreen
Tortoli – the gateway to nature on Sardinia’s east coast

The town Tortoli unites holiday flair with fascinating nature. A lively harbour, the red rocks of Arbatax and the beautiful beaches of Ogliastra: the heart of Sardinia’s east coast exudes Mediterranean diversity. The green parks of La Sughereta and Batteria sit regally atop a hill, providing a fascinating vantage point out over the sea. Together with the ancient archaeological site S’Ortali ‘e su Monti from the 7th century BC and the former cathedral Sant Andrea from the 18th century, they make the town much more than an attractive holiday destination. Those who have enjoyed a glass of cannonau with some traditional culurgiones dumplings whilst gazing at the red rocks of Arbatax will be spellbound by the full charm of Tortoli. And its beaches are pretty special too – no other coast in Sardinia has been awarded more blue flags for excellent water quality and cleanliness. Cala Moresca, for instance, boasts golden, glittering sand and a distinctive rock formation.

Around Tortoli: red rocks surrounded by beautiful landscapes

Nearby beaches

- Cala Luna
- Cala Goloritzé
- Spiaggia di Basaura
- Lido di Orrì
- Spiaggia di Cea
- Spiaggia di Coccoeroci
Position in nature with a garden

Beautiful outside kitchen

Wooden terrace with lounge furniture

Tent-Lodge Orri

Comfy furnished terrace

Modern kitchen with all essentials

Beautiful furnished bedroom with double sized bed

Bathroom with a shower
Outdoor kitchen with kitchen sink and kitchen hood

Barbecue area with partial roofing

Outside shower in the garden

The area around Orri

Beach in front of the tent, 30 m.

Beach in front of the tent, 30 m.

Beach of Orri

Excursion destination Cala Mariolu, 18 km
Sightseeing: Cala Luna, 30 km

Tortoli 3 km - 1.9 miles

Sight: Rocce Rosse in Arbatax
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